Over the years, researchers in the image analysis community have successfully used various slatistical modeling methods to segment, classify, and annotate digital images. In this paper, we propose a 3-D hidden Markov model (HMM) for volume image modeling. A computationally efficient algorithm is dcvcloped to estimate the modcl. The 3-D HMM is applied to volume image segmentation and tested using synthetic images with ground truth. Experiments have demonstrated that 3-D HMM outperforms Gaussian mixture model based clustering by an order of magnitude in accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we sec an explosion of digital image usages in a number of application domains. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography (Cr) scanners in hospitals can produce high-resolution 3-D images of the human brain or the human body so that physicians and radiologists can look inside their patients non-invasively. At aivorts, 3-D CT scanncn are being installed to monitor luggages checked in by travelers to detect explosive materials. Hyper-spectra1 imaging techniques are employed by military for field surveillance and detection of hidden targets.
The amuunt of information generated by these volume scanners is so enormous that itbecomes inevitable for computers to help analyze, segment, and classify these images.
Conventional 2-D image modeling paradigms may not always be effective in volume image analysis as there is a third dimensional linkage that they cannot capture. Researchers have strived to exlend existing algorithms for modeling and anillyring large-scale multi-dimensional data. Theories and methodologies related to Markov random fields [5] .
Given the great potential demonstrated by the HMM paradigm in various applications, it seems most natural to extend 2-D HMM to 3-D HMM for volume image analysis.
In this paper, we construct a 3-D HMM to capture threedimensional statistical dependence in volume images and hence enhance existing modeling techniques. 3-D HMM is an effort to bridge the gap which naturally appears when 2-D imaging solutions are applied to volume images.
In Section 2, we describe the construction of the 3-D HMM. Section 3 elaborates the proposed estimation algorithm. In Section 4, experiments and their results are provided. We present our conclusions and suggest future rtsearch directions in Section 5.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF 3-D HMM
In this section, we present the 3-D HMM in its general form. A point ( i , j , k ) where %, j and k are coordinates along the X , Y and Z axes respectively will he called a 3-0 point.
A three dimensional array of finite and equally spaced 3-D points (along X, Y and 2 axes) in space will be referred to as 3-D grid. Additionally, we define a fratnr as the collection of 3-D points on any plane parallel to the X -Y plane. A frame is indexed by its 2 coordinate. The sizc of any 3-D grid that we consider will be 'UJ x 'IO x w and the set of all points in a grid will be denoted by C. Figure 1 (a) shows a 3- , m . = ~~-~,~, r . a n d n = s i . j --l . b .
Givenany point (2, jl k ) , the three neighboring points that affect it are shown in Figure I (a). However. it is still necessary to consider all the possible combinations of states in every frame. Thus the computational complexity of searching for the optimal set of states using the Viterbi algorithm is at lcast R(iuM2"*).
To address the computational difficulty, we propose the following locally optimal algorithm to search for states with the maximum a posteriori probability. 
Proposed
In the following algorithm, we denote the states (in row RJ.h) obtained at pass t by S : ,~. The approach is illustrated in Figure I(b) . . 1. (a) A 3-D grid. Given the states of all the points that precde p i n t (i, j , k ) . only the states of the three indicated neighhoring points affect the distribution of the state at ( i , j , k ) . (h)The process of updating the sequence of states in each row recursively. States and observed vectors in the shaded rows are included in the condition for solving the sequence of states in a current row that has the maximum a posteriori probahility. After initialization. the scan through all the rows can be repcated in several passes. 4 . Search fors;,1. with MAP conditioned on Sj,k U3j,l;. ii. I f t < P,,,,,, go to step 2. Otherwise, stop.
s;,l;
The value P,,,,. is the pre-selected number of passes the prncedun: will scan the 3-1) grid. As seen ahove, the initial states are obtained by a greedy technique. For each row, the sequence of states with MAP conditioncd on the states in all the preceding rows and the observed vectors in the prcccding and currcnt rows is selected. The difference hetwcen the search for states during initialization and succeeding steps, number of states and problem size) compared to using unconstrained Viterhi to search states globally which would run in exponential time, R(IuAI'"') as shown before.
EXPERIMENTS
We applied 3-D HMM to segment synthetically generated volume images. Images representing black sphercs inside a white cube and some with a third shade (gray) were gener- ing. In the table. rl and r2 denote mis-segmentation rates with k-means and 3-D HMM respectively while y~ and 7 2 denote boundary mis-segmentation rates. As expected, a trade-off value of CY (here 0.4) yields best segmentation performance. The mis-segmentation rate for the same 3-D image with GMM based clustering is found out to be 37.22. We see that 3-D HMM outperforms GMM by a vely large margin which is expected as GMM ignores spatial dependency information. Interestingly. for 3-D HMM, nearly 30 to 50 % mis-segmentation occurs among boundaly points each time. We argue that boundaly points could be considered as belonging to either class. Mere rounding of distances (for geometricnl shapes generated) puts them in the class where they belong. Figure 3 shows the performance of 3-D HMM with increasing variance of noise. Comparison with GMM has been made. It is evident that segmentation using 3-D HMM is consistent even for large noise. Ahout 50 passes over a 3-D image were sufficient to achicve a stable segmentation performance. The computer time for a single pass over a 100 x 100 x 100 image was estimated as nearly 2 seconds on a 2.6 GHz Xeon based processor running Linux. All thc results shown were obtained using the proposed method of estimating parameters. We did not use unconstrained Viterbi as the computational complexity was found out to be exponential in Section 3.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed 3-D HMM and suggested a fast parameter estimation technique. Next, we demonstrated its performance on synthetic 3-D images. Performance over a large range of noise variance was found to be consistent. In the future, we wish to incorporate 3-D HMM based modeling and learning into real-world multi-dimensional image applications. Several manifestations of the third dimensional information exist in the form of spatial, spectral or temporal as in MRI, hyper-spectral imagcs and vidco, respectively.
